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Custom-made cylinders 
 
9-stage cycle cylinder 
 
Cylinder system with 9 synchronized cylinders 80 mm dia. used as handling system 
for surface coating machines for CD- and DVD-production  

 
 
 
When producing CD‘s and DVD’s the raw disks are coated in high vacuum with up to 
eight different coatings. The rotating “Star” cylinder system located in the middle of 
the machine is used to move the disks from one station to the next. The most 
important issue is, that all nine rods run exactly at the same time. The piston rods 
can be equipped with internal water supply for the cooling process.  
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Custom-made cylinders  
 
Handling telescopic cylinder 
 
Telescopic cylinder system for wafer handling in semiconductor production  

 

Special coating machines are used to produce semiconductors in high vacuum on 
silicon disks, the wafers. Some thousands of semiconductors can be located on one 
single 12”-wafer. For the different processes the wafers have to be moved inside the 
machine several times. Telescopic cylinders with 180 mm and  280 mm dia. located 
annular in the machine and being switched after each cycle are handling the wafers. 
The different media necessary for the process are led through the piston rods.  
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Custom-made cylinders  
 
Lifting system 
 
Cylinder system with integrated ball guides for wafer handling in semiconductor 
production 
 

 
 
This cylinder system is positioning printing masks during the semiconductor 
production process. The housing is machined from one block. Integrated ball guides 
allow highest precision and reproducibility of the both cylinders. Several positions of 
the cylinders can be monitored by integrated sensors. Adjustable end position 
dampers ensure a vibration-free work. 
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Custom-made cylinders  
 
Multiple cylinder block 
 
Multiple cylinder block in compact design 
 
 

 
 
 
This cylinder block is used in assembly automation systems. Because of increased 
forces in combination with given centerline distances standard cylinders could not be 
used. The cylinder bores are manufactured to custom specific distances. Cylinder 
positions can be faded out individually by blind plates. Magnetic pistons and 
mounting slots for reed sensors allow an exact end position monitoring. 
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Custom-made cylinders 
 
High temperature cylinder 
 
High temperature cylinder for tool clamping 
 
 

 
 
This cylinders are designed to a maximum operating temperature of 300 °C. They 
actuate clamping systems for the fixation of parts for heat treatment. Therefore the 
cylinders are stroked forth, actuating the clamp mechanism, then the cylinders are 
de-pressurized. An internal locking mechanism locks the rod in front end position. 
The cylinders are heated together with the clamping systems to a temperature of 
300 °C. A special sealing and lubricating system guarantees a long term use. 
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Custom-made cylinders  
 
3-position-cylinder 
 
3-position-cylinder for mail sorting switches 

 
 
This 3-position-cylinder controls the distribution switches in mail sorting machines. In 
order to achieve high stroke frequencies the movable parts are made from plastic 
material. The cylinder works without seals, which gives it a high lifetime. It is non-
rotatable by the use of octagonal cylinder pipes. 
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Custom-made cylinders  
 
Blast cylinder 
 
Blast cylinder for elastomer jet molding cast 
 

 
 
When jet molding big elastomer parts, the cast parts are blown off the casting mold’s 
surface by pressurized air. The cylinder keeps the air supply hole closed against the 
cast pressure. To blow off the part, the cylinder is stroked back and opens the 
internal supply hole. The cylinder is non-rotating in order to ensure the right position 
between the cylinder and the mold’s surface. 
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Custom-made cylinders  
 
Ball joint cylinder 
 
Cylinder with ball joint mounting flange 

 
This non-rotating cylinder with octagonal cylinder pipe has a ball joint at its end that 
allows the cylinder to be fixed in any position inside the mounting flange. It is used for 
clamping big plastic parts through a ultrasonic welding process and ensures flexible 
and easy adjustment of the clamping positions.  
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Custom-made cylinders  
 
Telescopic cylinder  
 
4-stage telescopic cylinder for grinding table movement 
 

 
 
 
To lift the grinding table of a grinding machine 4 of this single-acting telescopic 
cylinders are used. At a minimum height of 120 mm this cylinder provides a stroke of 
260 mm. To avoid corrosion through the grinding water all parts of the cylinder are 
coated. 
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Custom-made cylinders  
 
Locking cylinder 
 
Pneumatic cylinder with pneumatic lock 
 
 

 
 
This cylinder with safety function is used for scraper movement on rollers in paper 
mills. To avoid any dangerous situation by loss of air or damage of air supply hoses 
this the feed direction of the cylinder is protected against back-sliding in any position. 
Only by applying air to the defined port the cylinder can be stroked back. It is 
possible to lock forth, back or both strokes. 
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Custom-made cylinders  
 
Linear/swivel cylinder 
 
Pneumatic cylinder with linear and swivel movement  
 

 
 
This cylinder combines the linear stroke with a swivel movement of the piston rod of 
180° by an internal slotted link rod. Low wear roller guides and a hardened slot bar 
allow high service time. The cylinder is used to open and close tanks and swivels the 
tank cover to improve accessibility. The movement profile can be adapted by 
variation of the slot rod. 
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Custom-made cylinders 
 
Cylinder with position sensor 
 
Standard cylinder with internal potentiometric position sensor  
 
 

 
 
This cylinder is based on a standard ISO-VDMA pneumatic cylinder. A potentiometric 
position sensor integrated in the hollow piston rod allows to monitor the exact 
cylinder position all over the complete stroke. 
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Custom-made cylinders 5 
 
Positioning system 
 
 
Cylinder with position sensor and position regulator for flow regulation in large air 
fans 
 

 
 
The air flow of large fans is regulated by adjustable guide plates. To move this plates 
a pneumatic cylinder with internal magneto-strictive position sensor and a RIBA 
position regulator is used. It allows a precise adjustment from offside. 
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Custom-made cylinders 
 
Oscillating system 
 
Short stroke cylinder with oscillating valve 
 
 

 
 
During food production often bottles or jars have to be separated in automatic 
transport lines. Entering the funnel, the bottles tend wedge. A rubber band in the 
bottle guide is continuously moved by this oscillating cylinder to keep the bottles in 
motion and help them to inline themselves. 
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Custom-made cylinders  
 
Membrane cylinder 
 
Hydro membrane cylinder with pressure converter 
 

 
 
In foil production systems it is extremely important to have a constant tension on the 
foil. In this application two membrane cylinders are set under pressure on both sides 
of the membrane by a compact double pressure converter. This allows a fine 
adjustable setup of the tension force. 
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Custom-made cylinders  
 
Cylinder with hydraulic lock 
 
Cylinder with pneumatically releasable hydraulic lock 
 

 
 
 
This cylinder is used for movement and locking of a working stage. For the forward 
stroke the integrated pressure converter is pressurized. At the end position a spring-
loaded locking piston cuts the oil connection, so the cylinder is blocked. It can resist 
forces up to 50 kN in both directions. The backward stroke of the cylinder is done 
pneumatically. 
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Custom-made cylinders  
 
Cylinder with hydraulic lock 
 
Cylinder with pneumatically releasable hydraulic lock  in foil production machines 
 
 

During the manufacturing process foils are led through rollers for transportation. One 
of the rollers is driven to get the feed, the second roller is pressed against the first 
one by  pneumatic cylinder. To avoid loss of feed through yielding of the pneumatic 
cylinder during any kind of disturbance, e.g. in case of a foil jam,  the cylinder is 
hydraulically locked to remain at its position. The lock can be released pneumatically 
for service or adjusting work. 
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Custom-made cylinders  
 
Cylinder with Electro-pneumatic positioner 
 
Cylinder with Electro-pneumatic positioner for flow regulation in large air fans 
 

 
The air flow on large fans is regulated by adjustable guide plates. A cylinder with 
Electro-pneumatic positioner moves these plates. The cylinder position is transferred 
to the positioner by an integrated profiling plate. The positioner converts this signal to 
pneumatic impulse to move the cylinder to the position given by current signal from 
the controller. The positions can be restored with very high precision. 
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Air preparation –  Air Filtering  
 
Compressed air cleaning system 
 
Compressed air cleaning system for a portal measuring machine  

 
 
 
This unit supplies five controlled outlets of a portal measuring machine with highly 
cleaned compressed air. This air supplies the machines’ axis drives as well as the air 
bearings of the machine. The main issue is to ensure the supply of the air bearing, 
because pressure loss would damage the granite table. Therefore a specially 
designed pressure switch monitors the air supply continuously and switches of the 
machine in case of pressure loss. Over-dimensioned filters and hoses guarantee a 
minimum of pressure fluctuation.  
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Air preparation –  Air Filtering  
 
Filter block 
 
Highly integrated filter block for air preparation system 
 

 
 
For a special laser application standard filter housings made from zinc alloy can not 
be used because of corrosion problems. Therefore a filter block made from special 
plastic material is manufactured. It contains particulate filter, coalescing filter, 
membrane dyer and activated carbon filter in one housing. Additionally a maximum 
pressure limiter is integrated as well as a number of ports for measurement sensors 
for pressure, temperature and humidity. Filter change can be done easily by the 
proven bayonet mount system for the filter bowls. 
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Air preparation – Air drying  
 
Compressed air system 
 
Compressed air system for a laser generator  
 

 
 
For the periodically flushing of the glass tubes of the laser generator in laser welding 
and cutting machines extremely clean and try air is required. This system produces 
an air flow by a compressor with pressure regulator. The heat generated by 
compression is cooled down by a radiator to condense the main humidity in the air. 
Pre-set filters clean the air before it is dried down to a dew point of –30°C by a 
membrane dryer. Electric valves in the filters control the water drain and allow a start 
release for the compressor. The air coming from the dryer is finally filtered by an 
active carbon filter and flows through an adjustable throttle valve and a direction 
valve to the laser generator. Measuring sensors for humidity, pressure, temperature 
and flow allow an exact adjustment and controlling of the air quality. 
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Rotary Actuators / Swivel Movements  
 
Rotary actuator with manual adjustment 
 
Rotary actuator, Ex-protected, with manual emergency adjustment and control device  
 

 
 
This rotary actuator is used in systems for oil and gas extraction. It controls a valve, 
which regulates the cutting solution flow. All aluminum parts are coated to protect the 
actuator against salt water. It is Ex-protected, all parts of the actuator are connected 
conductive to avoid electrostatic charge. In case of an emergency the actuator can 
be adjusted by a hand crank. It is mainly used on oil platforms. 
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Rotary Actuators / Swivel Movements  
 
Linear-/rotary actuator 
 
Drive with linear and rotary movement for a saw chain grinder 
 

 
This drive provides the feed and positioning movement on a saw chain grinder. The 
saw chain consists of both left and right teeth. The rotary module of the drive does 
the correct positioning of the grinding wheel. It is independent from the linear 
movement, which provides the feed of the grinding wheel. Die limitation of the rotary 
angle is adjustable for different angles by a catch mechanism. Integrated magnetic 
contacts allow a safe control of the system. The end positions of linear and rotary 
movements are dampened. To get an optimized grinding result special torque ball 
guides guarantee absolute play-free torque transmission. 
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Rotary Actuators / Swivel Movements  
 
Valve drive 
 
Pneumatic drive with integrated control device for a Vacuum valve 
 

 
This rotary actuator controls a valve used vacuum technology for the semiconductor 
and data storage production. The compact unit allows rotary angles up to 53° and is 
spring readjusted. It has an integrated optical position indicator and is equipped with 
control valves for two different movement profiles.
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Rotary Actuators / Swivel Movements  
 
Rotary actuator 
 
Small rotary actuator for a saw chain grinder 
 

 
 
 
This small and simple designed rotary actuator is used for positioning the grinding 
wheel in a saw chain grinder. It provides swivel angels up to 90° and torques up to 10 
Nm. Elastomer cushioning in the end position minimizes the noise. As an option the 
swivel angle can be limited. 
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Controlled Uniform Motion System  
 
Oscillating cylinder 
 
Hydropneumatic oscillating cylinder for scraper movement in paper making machines 
 

 
Scrapers at the rollers of a papermaking machine remove surplus paper paste from 
the rollers. To avoid wear on the rollers the scrapers are moved periodically with a 
stroke of 20 mm. This work does a hydropneumatic cylinder, which allows a fine 
adjustment of the cylinder speed. A switching valve reacting on the pressure change 
in the end positions switches the cylinders stroke.
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Controlled Uniform Motion System  
 
Oscillating cylinder 
 
Hydropneumatic oscillating cylinder for wear reduction in a textile machine 
 

 
When producing textiles the threads running with high speed are guided by 
return pulleys. To reduce the wear of these pulleys they are moved oscillating. 
This is done by a hydropneumatic cylinder with fine adjustable speed . End 
position switches allow an adaptation of stroke and working range of the 
cylinder. The switching valve is mounted directly to the cylinder.
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Controlled Uniform Motion System 
 
Oil brake cylinder 
 
Hydropneumatic oil brake cylinder in wood working machines 

 
 
 
 
 
 
When wood is being drilled, it tends to splinter when the drill cuts through the wood 
surface. This can be avoided by regulating the cylinder movement through an oil 
brake cylinder. In this application, additionally a backstroke of the oil brake had to be 
realized, so common oil brakes could not be used. 
 
The rod of the oil brake is connected to the working pneumatic cylinders. During the 
forth stroke the oil of cylinder rod side is pushed through a throttle valve into the 
second cylinder pipe, which is equipped with a separator piston. It is pressurized by a 
constant pneumatic pressure. During back stroke the separator piston pulls the oil 
back to the main cylinder through a check valve. 
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Controlled Uniform Motion System  
 
Hydropneumatic feeder 
 
Hydropneumatic feeder system in wood working machines 
 
 
   

               
 
When wood elements for block houses are drilled, the drilling feed is realized by this  
hydropneumatic feeding system. The single cylinders are pressurized on their end 
side pneumatically. The oil on the rod side of the cylinders is lead through single 
throttle check-valves to a central air-oil converter. Pneumatically actuated stop valves 
in the oil circuit allow exact positioned stops of single cylinders. If the air-oil converter 
is pressurized, all cylinders stroke back together. 
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Controlled Uniform Motion System  
 
Hydropneumatic gate drive 
 
Hydropneumatic system with integrated locking device for folding gates movement 
 

 
This drive unit with a piston dia. of 125 mm is used to open and close big hangar 
gates. The speeds for forward and back stroke can be adjusted precisely by throttle 
valves. The drive can be locked hydraulically in each position by a pneumatic signal, 
so an additional mechanic locking is not longer required. In case of en emergency 
the locking can be released by a cable pull, so the gate can be moved manually. The 
unit has an internal leakage compensation for temperatures from –20°C to +80°C.
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Controlled Uniform Motion System  
 
Hydropneumatic feeder 
 
Hydropneumatic cylinder for roller cutting machines 
 

 
 
 
The feed for the cutter of roller cutting machines for wound-up materials like adhesive 
tapes, foils etc. is done by a hydropneumatic cylinder, whose speeds for quick motion 
and feed can be adjusted by throttle valves. Additionally the feed is controlled by a 
throttle valve, which can be adjusted from the operators control panel by a flexible 
wire to get the best cutting results on each diameter. 
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Controlled Uniform Motion System  
 
Oil brake cylinder 
 
Oil brake cylinder with controlled pulling speed 
 

 
 
 
In a sugar centrifuge the viscous sugar mass is scraped off the centrifuge’s wall by a 
pneumatically moved scraper. To avoid jerky movement of the scraper when 
contacting the sugar, this oil brake cylinder with internal flow control valve is used. It 
prevents uncontrolled movement and allows a constant movement even at extremely 
various forces. 
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Controlled Uniform Motion System  
 
Plastic cylinder 
 
Fully plastic cylinder for printed circuit board production 
 

 
 
When corroding printed circuit boards the print mask is moved softly by this fluid-
controlled cylinder. All external parts are made from highly resistant plastic material 
PVDF, which can resist most acids and lyes. The fluid used for controlled movement 
is de-ionized water in order to avoid pollution of the corroding agent in case of a 
leakage.  
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Low Friction Drives  
 
Easy running cylinder 
 
Easy running cylinder for precise control applications 

 
The piston rod of this pneumatic cylinder is beard in linear ball bearings and has 
therefore a very low brake off force and a nearly stick-slip-free run. This bearing type 
allows high radial forces and makes the cylinder play-free. The cylinder is used in the 
glass production to adjust the bending tools, which are necessary e. g. for windshield 
production.  
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Pressure conversion  
 
Pressure intensifier 
 
Pressure intensifier system in paper cutting machines 
 

 
 
In paper cutting machines, so called „Three-cutters“, the limit buffers for variable 
format adjustment are clamped through strong springs. When the limit buffers have 
to be re-adjusted, the springs are relived by hydraulic cylinders, which are actuated 
themselves by this pressure intensifier with a pressure ratio of 39:1. An external 
compensation tank for equalization of temperature drifts and leakage is also used for 
an easy filling of the complete system. 
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Pressure conversion  
 
Hydraulic cylinder with Pressure Intensifier 
 
Hydraulic cylinder system for blast connection movement in injection molding 
machines 

 
 
To reduce noise emission and for environmental reasons the manufacturers of 
injection molding machines developed so called “fully electric machines” without a 
hydraulic power pack. A system of two parallel hydraulic cylinders is used to 
generate the high forces that are necessary to press the blast connection to the 
mould. Each of these cylinders contains a pressure intensifier to reach forces up to 
60 kN. For service purposes the cylinders stroke completely by an air-/oil converter, 
while they make only short strokes with high pressure in their working position. 
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Pressure conversion  
 
Hydraulic cylinder with Pressure Intensifier 
 
Hydropneumatic cylinder with integrated pressure intensifier 
 

 
 
This cylinder follows the well know principle for pressure intensification and provides 
a force of up to 60 kN. As a speciality this system works “pulling”. The cylinder is 
used for punching and cutting of plastic window profiles. A high-effective pneumatic 
cushioning avoids a penetration of the cutting force. 
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Pressure conversion  
 
Water pump 
 
Water pump for increased pressure in exterior front cleaning equipment 
 

   
   
    
 
The pneumatically driven pump supplies clear water and increases pressure by a 
ratio of 1.6. The water is pumped into a pressure tank. Together wit the blast sand it 
is used in exterior front cleaning as well as for example in cleaning figures and 
ornaments on historic buildings. An internal oscillating systems avoids additional 
valves. Pump frequency and pressure are automatically regulated by the quantity of 
water taken off the tank. When maximum pressure is achieved, the pump stops itself 
an continues to run on pressure drop. 
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Pressure conversion  
 
Hydraulic cylinder with Pressure Intensifier 
 
Hydropneumatic cylinder with integrated pressure intensifier and pressure converter 
 

 
 
 
This cylinder with integrated pressure intensifier provides a force of up to 190 kN at a 
air pressure of 10 bar. The integrated oil tank (pressure converter) allows a rapid 
movement of the cylinder with a force of up to 17 kN. The built-in stroke limiter is 
designed to bear the full cylinder force. 
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Pressure Conversion  
 
Punching cylinder 
 
Hydropneumatic cylinder for punching raw CD-‘s 

 
 
CD’s- respectively DVD’s are made on special jet molding machines with a short 
working cycle. The gate mark is in the disk center. After solidification  the slug is 
punched out of the disc while it remains in the die. This is done by a hydropneumatic 
cylinder with spring readjustment. The force created by air pressure on the primary 
piston gets increased by certain piston sizes on the secondary hydraulic side by 
factor 7. As an option a pneumatic ejector can be integrated into the piston rod to 
ensure the ejection of the punched slug. 
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Pressure Conversion  
 
Cleaner pump  
 
Cleaner pump for adhesive proportioning system  
 
 

    
 
 
In automatic adhesive proportioning systems the proportioning nozzles have to be 
cleaned with a cleaner fluid when changing the adhesive. This pump generates a 
pressure up to 28 bar (400 psi) in order to dissolve even solid pollutions. The 
pneumatically driven pump has a self-controlled switching mechanism, so that no 
further valves are necessary. Frequency and pressure of the pump are regulated by 
the volume of charged cleaner. The pump starts and stops automatically. 
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Pressure Conversion  
 
Hydraulic pump 
 
Pneumatically actuated high-pressure hydraulic pump 
 

 
 
 
This pneumatically actuated high-pressure  hydraulic pump supplies to a telescopic 
lifting cylinder of a mobile airplane lifter, which is used for wheel change of airliners. 
The pump is located in the oil tank. To stroke the cylinder quickly the oil tank is 
pressurized. When the cylinder contacts the load, the pump supplies an oil pressure 
up to 700 bar. An internal oscillating system makes further valves  unnecessary.  
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Miscellaneous  
 
Pneumatic filling device 
 
Pneumatic filling device for aggressive printing varnish 
 

 
This device with a volume of 4,7 l is used to fill and pressurize  printing varnish in the 
printing process for banknotes. It is completely made from coated Aluminum and can 
be handled easily because of its compact design. For cleaning purposes it can be 
disassembled easily without any tools, the design without clearance volume allows 
an easy cleaning. The varnish is supplied by a telescopic pipe that can be blocked in 
each position by an eccentric lever. All seals are made from Viton to resist against 
the aggressive medium. 
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Miscellaneous  
 
Multiple Throttle Valve Block 
 
Multiple Throttle Valve Block for air volume adjustment in paper making machines 
 

 
 
 
The valve block with 1“-air connections is used for distribution and adjustment of 
blowing air in paper making machines. It provides up to three outlets as well as 
several connecting possibilities for the air supply. The block consists of anodized 
aluminum, all throttle parts consist of stainless steel. Rings of different color allow a 
reproducible adjustment of the air flow. 
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Miscellaneous  
 
Servo Throttle Valve 
 
 
Servo Throttle Valve for air volume adjustment in deep drawing presses 
 
 
 
 

  
 
 
 
The throttle valve in sizes up to 2” is used for air volume adjustment in deep drawing 
presses. It is driven by an electric servo motor to allow the reproducible setting of any 
clear opening. The adjusting time is 1 sec for the complete stroke. The valve is 
suitable for air up to 10 bar (145 psi) and for vacuum. All parts are corrosion 
protected.  
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Miscellaneous  
 
Rotatable gripper 
 
Rotatable 3-Finger parallel style air gripper for screwing up tube stoppers 
 
 

 
 
 
This 3-Finger parallel style air gripper in special design can be driven rotatable by a 
belt or gear drive. It is used for gripping and screwing up of tube stoppers. Optimized 
strokes allow switching cycles of less than 20 ms. The stroke can be adjusted by 
changeable distance rings to adapt the gripper to different versions of stoppers. 
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Miscellaneous  
 
Hydraulically actuated valve 
 
Hydraulically actuated adjustable valve 
 
 

 
 
This 1 ½” pneumatic valve for a underground mining application is actuated by a 
hydraulic pressure signal. The switching point is adjustable form 30 to 320 bars (430 
to 4600 psi). All parts are made from corrosion-proof materials. The renunciation of 
light alloy material makes this valve suitable for underground mining and meets the 
actual Ex-proof regulations. 
 
 


